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Patch Details
Patch Name

:

AdeptiaSuite_6_0_SP1_12Aug2013.zip

Build Tag

:

Release_6_0_SP1_05_12Aug_2013

Applies To
This patch can only be applied on Adeptia Suite Ver. 6.0 SP1 and Ver.6.0 SP1 with any
maintenance patches.

List of Changes
Following table lists the enhancements and bug fixes that are covered in this patch.

Enhancements/Bug Fixes

Description/User Story

Version Tag : Release_6_0_SP1_05_12Aug_2013
Enhancements

Configurable option to execute
parent flow and all its child flow
on same node

A configurable option is added in Process Flow property to execute
the parent flow and all its child flow on same node when Adeptia Suite
is running in clustering environment.

Recovery support for EDI
solution

EDI Process flows are now made recoverable. In case kernel crashes,
the execution of running EDI process flows will be recovered when
you restart the kernel.

Support to run EDI solution in
Clustering environment.

Support is added to run EDI solution in Clustering environment to
achieve load balancing.

Bug Fixes
Issue in signing WSaddressing header in WS
Consumer (Ticket #2502)

In Web Service Consumer, when you sign the WS-addressing
parameters using signing option of the Security Policy then the WS
Consumer fails with error “<PartName> is not in the message”.
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AS-3660

Process Designer applet doesn’t open when JRE 7 is installed.

AS-3425

When you try to insert XML data of more than 4000 character in XML
Data type field of Oracle database, then the insertion fails with the
error.

In File Event, VFS option
always comes as selected.
(Ticket #2816)

If you create a new file event and then open it in edit mode, it will show
you VFS options as selected irrespective of that you haven’t selected
it at the time of creation.

Enhancements/Bug Fixes

Description/User Story

Version Tag : Release_6_0_SP1_05_15July_2013

Bug Fixes
Space is not allowed in Partner
ID and Host ID in Trading
Partner (Ticket # 2716)

Support is added to allow space in Partner ID and Host ID fields in
Trading Partner activity.

Duplicate sequence checking
issue for ISA (Ticket #2723)

Duplicate sequence checking doesn’t work for ISA.

SE01 does not give Correct no
of segments (Ticket #2741)

Fixes are done to generate the correct number of segment counts in
SE01 when ST control number is generated from data mapping
activity.

FTPS Issue with on File
Create option (Ticket #2714)

When FTP event is configured with FTPS and On File Create option,
then FTP event doesn’t pick the new file.

Applets does not get opened
when routed through the
Apache SSL proxy (Ticket
#2658)

Applets does not get opened when routed through the Apache SSL
proxy.
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Enhancements/Bug Fixes

Description/User Story

Version Tag : Release_6_0_SP1_04_01July_2013

Bug Fixes

AS- 3149

When we restart the Adeptia Server, and JMS Event is activated
then event does not pick the messages in the next polling
Frequency while messages exists in the Queue.

AS- 3409

When we keep the rich form design window idle for more than 60
sec then an error message "The action could not be completed.
This can happen if your session expires or if you are editing the
same form/flow in multiple sessions." is displayed if we create form
after 60sec.

Enhancements/Bug Fixes

Description/User Story

Version Tag : Release_6_0_SP1_03_28June_2013
Support to create Target file
per Transaction Set
Process Count in B2Bi
processing.

In B2Bi Processing, if the target file is XML and the source file has
more than 2000 transaction set, then invalid XML file is created.
Now a new option “CreatePerTransactionSetProcessCount” is
added in Mode Type drop-down list of Inbound Relationship page.

Support to checkout activity
directly from SVN
repository into Adeptia
Suite

Support is added to checkout activity directly from SVN repository
into Adeptia Suite.
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Enhancements/Bug Fixes

Description/User Story

Version Tag : Release_6_0_SP1_02_19June_2013
Support to skip compliance
for EDI X12 ISA and GS
segment

Support is added to skip the compliance check for EDI X12 ISA
and GS segment.

Support to generate ISA,
GS, and ST segment from
the incoming data.

Support is added to generate ISA, GS, and ST segment of
outgoing EDI X12 message, from the mapped value of the
incoming data. Earlier these segments were generated based on
values given the respective relationship.

Support to re-concile 999
and TA1

Support is added to re-concile 999 and TA1 acknowledgment.

Support for repetition
separator in EDI X12
outgoing Processing.
(Ticket #2601)

Support is added to generate repetition separator in EDI X12
outbound message.

Support to allow less field in
Advanced text Schema

In Advanced Text Schema, support is added to process the record
even if number of fields in the source record, are less than the
number of fields defined in the Schema.

LDAP bug fixes
Following LDAP bugs have been fixed:

AS-3292

AS-3291

When SSO is enabled and user login with Adeptia login page and
alwaysDefaultLogin property is enabled then LDAP group
configured in administrator group or business group properties
does not come into effect.
When SSO, alwaysDefaultLogin is enabled, and no group exists in
the request then a NullPointer exception is displayed on GUI.

AS-3021

When SSO is enabled, and you login as sysadmin user then some
of the administrative features are not displayed.

AS-3294

When alwaysDefaultGroupLogin is enabled and you configure the
name default adeptia group in 'abpm.ldap.administratorGroups' or
'abpm.ldap.businessGroup' then user is created accordingly these
properties and no LDAP group is checked.
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Issue while executing
RestWS with no
parameters) (AS-3008)

When you execute a REST WS (with no parameters), then “HTTP
Respond code: 500” error is displayed.

Support to handle repetition
separator

Support is added to handle the repetition separator in EDI X12
Inbound and outbound processing.

Support for Processing
ST03

Support is added to process ST03 in EDI X12 inbound and
outbound processing.

Performance Improvement
in EDI message processing
using parallelism.

EDI message processing performance has been improved using
parallel processing.

Support to validate XML at
target side.

Support to added to validate target XML in inbound processing.
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About Adeptia Inc.
Adeptia, an enterprise software company headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, provides a business
process integration technology to easily and quickly automate business processes using industryspecific standards. Adeptia's unique product combines business process management with
business-to-business integration. Adeptia's reusable and highly scalable technology has been
deployed by Fortune 1000 companies. For more information, visit www.adeptia.com .
Adeptia Headquarters
443 North Clark St, Suite 350
Chicago, IL 60654
USA
Email: info@adeptia.com
Adeptia India R&D Centre
D-74, Sector 63,
Noida, U.P. - 201301
India
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